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Abstract: We observe ring structures in high-order harmon-
ics generated in the loose focusing geometry of a semi-infinite
gas cell. Phase matching and absorption considerations indicate
that the measured signal is restricted to the harmonics generated
in the exit plane. We therefore attribute the ring structure to in-
terferences in the single-atom response in the transverse exit
plane of the interaction region. Calculations using the station-
ary phase approximation were used to analyze the contributions
of the long and the short trajectories, respectively, and confirm
our experimental findings. The simple setup makes quantum
path interference measurements feasible without the need for
special filtering mechanisms.
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Measured HHG spectrum, generated with an intensity of
0.9×1014W/cm2. The ring structures in HH13 originate from
the interference of the single-atom responses in the exit plane
of the semi-infinite gas cell
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1. Introduction
High-order harmonic generation (HHG) is a common tech-
nique for generating extreme ultraviolet (XUV) radiation
with pulse durations reaching into the attosecond regime
[1–4]. The underlying mechanisms on a microscopic as
well as macroscopic scale have been studied extensively
and are well understood. In the well-known semi-classical
three-step model [5,6] of the single atom response, each
emitted photon energy in the plateau can be related to
multiple electron trajectories. According to their excursion
time in the continuum, the two most prominent trajectories
are termed “short” and “long”. In the quantum mechanical
description [7], electron trajectories translate into quan-
tum paths which accumulate a phase and can show inter-
ference properties. Such quantum path interferences (QPI)
have attracted significant interest since first demonstrated
by A. Zaı¨r et al. in 2008 [8–14] as they offer insight into
the interplay between the microscopic and macroscopic re-
sponses of the HHG process by analyzing the far-field in-
terference pattern of the emitted radiation. Moreover, fun-
damental phenomena of the single atom response, such as
yield oscillations with fine wavelength scaling [15], can be
attributed to QPI, providing a deeper understanding of the
HHG process.
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Figure 1 (online color at www.lphys.org) Schematic of the ex-
perimental setup (not to scale) with a semi-infinite gas cell. The
loose focusing regime is reached using an f = 100 cm focusing
lens. Spectra are acquired as a function of the intensity of the
driving field
Here, we study QPI in a new target geometry, namely
the semi-infinite gas cell. This type of target is generally
characterized by high output fluxes [16,17]. Furthermore,
it enables us to study QPI in the very loose focusing regime
for the first time. By obtaining far-field spatially resolved
spectra, we observe structures which we can relate to the
interference of long and short trajectories across the trans-
verse plane of the generating field, modulated by the vary-
ing intensity profile of the fundamental field. A simple
model based on the stationary phase approximation (SPA)
within the strong field approximation (SFA) [7] is used to
describe the underlying effects.
2. Experiment
High-order harmonic generation is realized in a semi-
infinite gas cell using a commercial, amplified Ti:Sapphire
system operating at 5 kHz and delivering 30 fs pulses at
800 nm. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1. Using an f = 100 cm focusing lens placed ≈ 97 cm
from the pinhole, intensities of ≈ 1×1014 W/cm2 are pro-
duced. The pulses are not CEP-stabilized, which is un-
problematic because we are investigating the interference
of quantum paths of the same half cycle [8]. The target
chamber is filled with 75 mbar of argon and terminated
by a 100 µm pinhole, causing an abrupt transition to vac-
uum. As shall be discussed below, this geometry does not
favor either the long or the short quantum paths. In the an-
alyzer chamber the generated XUV radiation is dispersed
spectrally by a reflective flat-field grating (1000 lines/mm,
Hitachi), positioned≈ 1035 mm downstream from the pin-
hole, and impinges upon a micro-channel plate (MCP,
Hamamatsu) with a fluorescent back screen. This signal
is imaged onto a CCD camera, enabling us to resolve the
harmonic radiation both in angle and frequency in the far
field, i.e. in the (ω,θ) domain.
Observed spectra for several intensities of the funda-
mental field between 0.6 – 1.2×1014 W/cm−2 are shown
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Figure 2 (online color at www.lphys.org) Harmonic spec-
tra (normalized) generated in 75 mbar of argon with (a)
I = 0.6×1014 W/cm2, (b) I = 0.9×1014 W/cm2, and (c)
I = 1.2×1014 W/cm2
in Fig. 2. We find the expected increase of the cut-off with
increasing driving intensity, generating harmonic orders
up to HH25.
HH13 in Fig. 2b shows a central peak, surrounded by a
minimum and a following maximum, forming a ring-like
structure in angle-frequency space. As shall be discussed
in Sec. 3.1, these structures can be attributed to quantum
path interferences of the long and the short trajectories
which originate from the intensity profile of the generat-
ing beam.
Interestingly, we do not observe the quantum path in-
terference pattern in higher orders of the same measure-
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Figure 3 (online color at www.lphys.org) The different phase
mismatch contributions on axis, calculated for HH13 and the
used experimental parameters. The total phase mismatch ∆k for
the long and short quantum paths, respectively, are termed “total
long” and “total short”. See the main text for definitions of the
individual contributions
ment. Neither do they appear in any of the harmonics at
different laser intensities as shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2c,
indicating that particular experimental parameters are re-
quired to observe QPI. These results shall be discussed be-
low.
3. Analysis
In this section we discuss the origin of the observed far-
field ring structures by relating general features of the sin-
gle atom response (Sec. 3.1) to the particular parameters of
our experiment (Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3). We find in Sec. 3.2
that for our parameters macroscopic quantum path selec-
tion is weak, particularly so for low order harmonics such
as HH13. Based on this we investigate the single atom
response in the transverse exit plane of the semi-infinite
gas cell in Sec. 3.3, showing that the observed interference
structures are created dominantly in this part. The discus-
sion is based on the concepts of the strong field approxi-
mation (SFA) [7] and the stationary phase approximation
(SPA) which facilitate the assignment of emission times
to harmonic frequencies through classical mechanics of
charged particles in a sinusoidally varying laser field.
3.1. Quantum path interference mediated by the
intensity profile
We shall briefly review QPI, limiting the discussion to
the interference between the long and the short trajecto-
ries only. The phase of the dipole amplitude is character-
ized by a dependence on the intensity of the driving field
[18]. This phase manifests in a “chirp”, or shift of the in-
stantaneous frequency, and a divergence of the harmonic
signal in the far field, i.e. the (ω, θ) domain. These dis-
placements are taken relative to the signal generated at
peak intensity, which appears on axis in this domain. The
intensity-dependent dipole phase, however, is different for
the short and long trajectories, such that for a given in-
tensity value of the driving field in the near field,i.e. the
(t,x) domain, their respective chirps and divergences are
not equal. Within a Gaussian intensity profile in (t,x) the
phase difference between the two trajectories might be-
come zero, though, making constructive interference in the
(ω,θ) domain detectable [13]. Here, we investigate such
interference structures of the single atom response in the
loose focusing regime.
3.2. Phase matching and absorption
In order to relate the general QPI features discussed in
Sec. 3.1 to the particular conditions of the experiment, it
is instructive to analyze the effects of phase matching as
well as absorption on the propagation of the generated field
[19]. To do so, we describe the growth of the generated
field E(z) in the reference frame of the source as
dE
dz
= g − (i∆k + α)E , (1)
which is valid when coherence and absorption lengths are
small compared to other characteristic lengths of the sys-
tem, e.g. the target size and the Rayleigh range. We shall
show below that this is the case here. In Eq. (1), ∆k is
the phase mismatch between the generated field and the
atomic dipole while α is the absorption coefficient. For
large values of z, the solution approaches gLeff exp(iφeff )
where [19]
Leff =
1√
α2 +∆k2
, φeff = tan−1
(
∆k
α
)
. (2)
The effective generation length Leff describes the distance
over which the harmonic signal is generated and is a func-
tion of the phase mismatch and the absorption. Only ifLeff
is similar for two trajectories can QPI occur between them.
The effective phase φeff is the phase difference between
the macroscopic response and the dipole response intro-
duced by propagation. We shall show that both Leff and
φeff are comparable for the long and the short trajectories,
meaning that the measured signal is close to that of the
single atom response.
The overall phase mismatch ∆k between the funda-
mental driving field and the generated field is given by
∆k =∆kgeom +∆kHH +∆klas +∆kint. Here, ∆kgeom is
the geometric factor, or Gouy phase shift, of a propagat-
ing Gaussian beam; ∆kHH and ∆klas describe the dis-
persion of the harmonics and the laser field, respectively,
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Figure 4 (online color at www.lphys.org) Simulation results
with intensities of (a) 0.86×1014W/cm2, (b) 0.90×1014 W/cm2,
and (c) 0.96×1014 W/cm2. The far field QPI ring struc-
tures observed experimentally in HH13 at an intensity of
0.90×1014 W/cm2 are reproduced in a) and c), indicating the
strong intensity dependence of interferences of the single-atom
responses in the transverse exit plane of the generation chamber
taken with respect to propagation in vacuum; ∆kint re-
sults from the intensity-dependence of the atomic dipole
response.
We evaluate the different phase mismatch contribu-
tions for HH13 and the experimental parameters in Fig. 3.
Shown are the contributions on axis for the long and the
short trajectories along the propagation direction around
the focus. The dominating phase mismatch contributions
are the positive dispersion terms which are much larger
in magnitude than the negative geometric and intensity-
dependent contributions, resulting in lcoh =pi/∆k¿ zR
(the Rayleigh length is given by zR =piw20/λ, where w0 is
the beam waist and λ the laser wavelength). Differences in
the phase mismatch between the long and the short trajec-
tories stem from the intensity-dependent phase term which
is equal at the focus.
Evaluating Eq. (2) with the calculated phase mismatch
values ∆k and the absorption coefficient α = 3.4 mm−1,
we find that in the focal region Leff is comparable to
lcoh, while both lengths are shorter than zR. The mea-
sured signal of HH13 is thus dominated by the single atom
response at the exit plane of the semi-infinite gas cell.
Furthermore, the intensity-dependent dipole phase shown
in Fig. 3 only has a negligible impact on ∆k such that
Leff,short≈Leff,long , indicating that neither trajectory is
preferentially selected macroscopically. Moreover, we find
with the calculated phase mismatch values that in the focal
region φeff,short≈φeff,long , suggesting that the long and
short trajectories are in phase in the transverse exit plane.
As a result, the macroscopic high harmonics signal is sim-
ilar to that of the single atom response for both trajectories
and since their effective phases are similar, QPI can occur
in the transverse exit plane. This is in contrast to the QPI
measurements by F. Schapper et al. [13] where off-axis
spatial filtering was required.
Our loose focusing geometry, resulting in a short ef-
fective generation length and a negligible difference in the
effective phases of the long and the short trajectories, thus
enables us to detect QPI from the transverse exit plane
of the semi-infinite gas cell. Furthermore, measuring har-
monic orders around HH13 simplifies the detection of QPI
structures due to their relatively high divergence.
3.3. Transverse single-atom response
To test the discussed dependence of QPI structures on
phase matching and absorption parameters, we performed
numerical simulations. The fundamental field is propa-
gated linearly to the exit plane of the semi-infinite gas
cell where the light-matter interaction is simulated using
the strong-field approximation (SFA)[7]. To calculate the
dipole response in the SFA we use a stationary phase ap-
proximation in momentum, birth time and return time,
allowing us to disentangle the contributions of different
quantum paths. The far-field signal is obtained by apply-
ing a Hankel transform in space and a Fourier transform in
time to the dipole response in the near field. Our simula-
tions reveal that the visibility of QPI structures for a given
harmonic order in the far field, i.e. the contrast ratio of
the ring structure, crucially depends on the used intensity,
confirming our experimental observations. A qualitatively
reasonable match for the structures in HH13 is obtained
in the simulation using an intensity in the range of 0.86 –
0.96×1014W/cm2, see Fig. 4, which is in good agreement
with the experimentally determined 0.9×1014W/cm2, see
Fig. 2b. This supports our analysis that the measured HHG
signal is produced at the exit plane of the target chamber
with QPI structures originating from interferences of the
single-atom responses in the transverse plane.
4. Conclusion
Recently, several different interesting aspects of strong-
field physics [20] and high harmonic generation in particu-
lar have been investigated [21–25]. In this work, we inves-
tigate interference structures of the short and long quantum
paths in HHG in a semi-infinite gas cell. Using an intensity
of 0.9×1014 W/cm2 in the loose focusing regime we ob-
serve ring structures in HH13 of the fundamental 800 nm.
By analyzing phase matching and absorption characteris-
tics of our experiment, we show that longitudinal phase
mismatch and absorption restrict the observed signal to the
harmonics generated at the exit plane of the target cham-
ber. The observed interference structures are thus a conse-
quence of the interferences of the single-atom responses in
the transverse exit plane, as confirmed by numerical simu-
lations.
We note that the femtosecond laser system used in this
experiment offers the opportunity to study various other
interesting fields, among which are the generation of opti-
cal frequencies in the telecommunication band [26], tera-
hertz emission from filaments [27,28] and filamentary self-
compression [29].
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